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New Method of Plaling. 

Dr. Slayton, of Madison, Ind., has com
municated a new method of plating to the 
Denial News Leiter, which we condense as 
likely to be interesting to our readers. He 
takes a set of teeth of silver, copper or brass, 
and after first carefully removing all grease, 
rubs one side with mercury until it has as
sumed the mirror appearance, and then with 
a p air of tweezers lays on the gold or other 
foil cut in small strips; he then carefully 
presses it into the teeth, rubbing it well in, 
and treats another side the same way and so 
on. He can lay as many thicknesses of foil 
as he likes, only taking care that one is firmly 
fixed before the other is begun. By placing 
the whole in a small oven, and applying a 
spirit lamp, the mercury is driven olf, and 
bnrnishing with a. bloodstone or steel bur
nisher, at first not leaning very hard, he ob
tains a rich gold plating, which will not even 
melt off, and can only be removed by a file. 

• ·e .• 

Use of the Telegraph in IndIa. 

The news burst on India like a thunderclap 
that the D:ltive regiments at Meerut and Delhi 
had mutinied, murdered their officers, massa
crced all the English inhabitants of Delhi, 
placed the King of Delhi on the throne, and 
threatened the empire. All this happened on 
the lIth of May. On the 13th it was known 
by telegraph to Europeans only throughout 
India-I say to Europ�s only, for immedi
ately the post was stopped, and an 11mbargo 
placed on all native correspondence. It is not 
too much to say that the telegraph saved In
dia. Whether or not the report is true that 
the 15th of May �as the day fixed for a 
general rising of the Sepoy regiment and mas
sacre of all Europeans in the Bengal Presi
dency, cannot be known yet-perhaps never 
will be known. If true, (and certainly the 
rumor appeared with strange coincidence at 
places far apart,) the 3d cavalry spoilt all by 
beginning on the 11th at Delhi. In a moment 
the news was flashed to Lahore and Peshawur 
to Allahabad and Calcutta, to Bombay and 
Madras; and all British India was on the 
alert.-Lo'IJon Time$. 

• I., • 

The Canadian Canals. 

The ship canals of Canada are among the 
finest in the world. The locks are none of 
them less than 200 feet long and 50 feet wide. 
In the Lachine canal there are five locks and 
64 feet rise of water; in the Beauharnois 
canal,

. 
around the Cedars, nine locks and 83! 

feet; III the Cornwall seven locks and 64 feet. !he Canadians are also some on bridge-build
mg. The Victoria bridge, which crosses the 
St. Lawrence at Montreal, wi�l cost, when 
finished, seven and a half millions of dollars 
which is only. a half million less than th� 
original cost of the Erie canal, which is the 
largest in America. 
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STOUT'S CORN MILL. 

1'(3. :2 

The accompanying engravings represent a 
very cheap and simple metallic mill to be 
operated by hand or power, and mainly in
�ended for coarsely grinding grain for farm 
use. 

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of the whole, 
Fig. 2 is a similar view of the grinding parts 
slightly separated. Fig. 3 shows the face of 
one of the grinding disks, and Fig. 4 sho"ll"s 
on a large scale, the peculiar arrangement of 
the grooves or "dress" of the metal. 

A is the frame, and A' a hopper which may 
be of any size and form desired. B is a 
pulley to receive a belt, and C the shaft on 
which both the pulley and the grinding disk 
is mounted. D D are bolts by which the 
shaft C is moved endwise and adjusted. E is 
the running disk, and F the fixed one. G G 
are the radial furrows, and H H are the lands 
or plane portions of the faces. I I are shal
lower furrows which stand at an angle diffe
rent from G, and in which the grain is 
chiefly crushed . 

Tbe grooves or furrows, G, are almost per
pendicular on their acting edges, and conse
quently do not incline to catch and crush the 
grain, but only to allow it to travel outward 
from the center where it is received. On 
reaching the grooves, I I, each grain is rapid
ly crushed and discharged, the shallow cha
racter of I I making it impossible for the grain 
to escape without disintegration, and the 
angle of the grooves greatly facilitating the 
rapidity of its escape. 

By this device the grain is ground sufficient
ly fine in a very rapid manner and without 
heating. The inventor assures us that disks 
nine inches in diameter, (the size which he 

prefers for mill, to be driven by power,) can be 
driven at from 300: to 4QO revolutions, and will 
grind five busheis 'of' corn per hour. 

This mill was patented Dec. 16, 1856. For 
further particulars, address the inventor and 
patentee, Thomas B. Stout, Keyport, N. J. 

... , .. 
Color of HOllse .•• 

A valued correspondent in Michigan, who 
has had much experience in rural affairs, and 
is a true appreciator of beauty and harmony, 
has sent us a communication to the effect that 
he is surprised at the want of tastc and reali. 
zation of picturesque effect which is displayed 
in the coloring of houses; and we must con
fess that we wish persons building a house or 
painting the outside would just pause a mo
ment before beginning, and think what style 
or color will best harmonize with the sur
rounding scenery. Thus, he truly remarks 
that gray, drab, or buff for cottages, ahd for a 
large mansion with broad roofs and spacious 
verandahs, a gray or drub; or if built of brick 
or stone, a gray is most suitable. No color 
gives so much liveliness, or evinces so much 
taste and refinement, as a light buff, with the 
casings or cornices a shade or two darker. 

Strong positive oolors, such as white, red, 
green, etc., are usually in bad taste, cs
pecially when surrounded by green fields, um
brageous orchards, and golden fruits; while a 
mild neutral tint lends a charm which the rest 
do not afford. 

A singular fashion prevails in this country 
of clothing every dwelling, no matter what its 
situation, size, or character, in sepulchral 
white, whether it stands on the rising knoll of 
some pleasant plain, or in the quiet country 
embosomed in groves; and it is difficult to ex-
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NO. 2. 
plain the popularity of this color; it is not 
cheaper, nor yet more durable than others, and 
is only suitable where it is almost entirely 
secluded among the trees. 

t' In whose £nclosed shadow there was set 
A fair pavilion, scarcely to be Been," 

says Spencer, and this is the only situation 
where white does not violate all principles of 
harmony and beauty. We should look a little 
more closely at the position of the house we 
wish to paint, should study more minutely the 
harmonious relations of color in natural ob
jects, and should endeavor to appreciate more 
truly the divine principles of beauty which 
everywhere surround us, and then in coloring 
large buildings we should not make the glar
ing and offensive mistakes which everywhere 
disturb the eye of him who has a just and 
true idea of the harmony of nature. 

..•.. 
lee ,V Ilte r. 

An extensive refreshment saloon in this 
city has introduced a novel and elegant 
method of serving ice water for the use of 
guests on their tables. The ordinary method 
is by placing small lumps of ice in the bottles 
'or pitchers of water, and allowing them by 
their melting to cool the water by which they 
are surrounded, or else to pluee lumps of ice 
on a dish, and each one takes the quantity 
they require. The new method, however, is 
far preferable, both for cleanliness and taste. 
A glass bottle is filled with Croton water, and 
then placed in a freezing mixture of ice and 
salt; in about two hours the contents of the 
bottle will have become one mass of dear, 
beautiful ice, possessing all the properties and 
flavor of Croton water. These bottles of ice 
are placed on the table, and the warmth of 
the atmosphere gradually melts it, and from 
it you pour your glass of ice water, and leave 
behind a hard mass of ice, which has to lic;.uify 
for the next cllstomer. We understand that 
the ice thus prepared melts very slowly, and 
that ;"ery few bottles are broken in the freez
ing process. On the whole, it is a great im
provement on the old method. 

..•.. 
Edncatlon in Enghnd. 

We see from a report of the Registrar Gene
ral to Sir G. Gray, just issued, that amongst 
the marriage statistics no fewer than 44,846 
husbands, and 62,672 wives made their marks, 
and out of the entire number married during 

'. the year 1855, IOOre than one-half could not 
sign theji names .. This .is a fact which makes 
us think that the' .nuthorities had better at 
'once stop arguing

' 
in f�vor of or against the 

voluntary or governmental systems of educa
tion, and at once adopt some system by which 
all English children shall be educated; and as 
State education has so eminently succeeded 
here, might not England take a lesson inour 
school and follow suit? 

• ·e· .. 
It is reported that a block of pure crystalline 

ice, weighing near 25 pounds, was lately dis
covered lying in a field in England, the morn
ing after a very stormy night. Mezeray, in 
his History of France, mentions a block of ice 
weighing 100 pounds, that fell during a thun
der storm in the year 1510. 

The Genie Industriel for August informs us 
that five experiments on the cultivation of the 
Sorghum, or Chinese sugar cane, in France, 
principally near Paris, have been attended 
with great success. 

..•.. 
Sound travels at the rate of 1,125 feet in a 

second, at the temperature of 60° Fah., or 
1,090 feet per second at 32 0 Fah. This is 
increased 1'14 feet for every degree of tempera
ture of Fahrenheit's thermometer. 
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